CLAUSEN
CARPET SOLUTIONS

JETCLEAN
ANTI SOIL CARPET CLEANER + SPOTTER
DESCRIPTION

SOIL IS ENCAPSULATED
MAKING IT EASY FOR
REMOVAL BY VACUUM.

Featuring the same STAY CLEAN soil resistant
technology, JETCLEAN is for spotting and the
quick cleaning of entire carpets and carpet
areas that are not so dirty as to require deep
cleaning. JETCLEAN makes it a lot easier
and much faster to clean carpets that are only
moderately dirty.

HOW TO USE:

JET ACTION OF SPRAYER
ERASES TYPICAL SPOTS
WITHOUT RUBBING.

REMOVING SPOTS - JET CLEAN removes
many spots by just spraying. Apply in a jet
stream. If rubbing is needed, use a soft
white cloth and work from edge toward center.
LOW MOISTURE, FULL CARPET CLEANING Spray in a semi-coarse pattern, enough to
dampen carpet only to the depth of soil.
Allow a few minutes to penetrate, then
brush in manually or by machine with a
clean, stiff brush. When soil disappears,
allow carpet to dry. Rinsing or immediate
vacuuming is generally not necessary. The
next routine vacuuming will remove the transparent crystals and the encapsulated soil.
FUTURE MAINTENANCE - Once you have cleaned your carpets with this new easy method, you can
keep them clean longer by vacuuming and then spraying lightly with ready-to-use JET CLEAN or a dilute
solution of STAY CLEAN. Brushing in is often not necessary at this point. JET CLEAN or STAY CLEAN
will have encapsulated the dirt, and will hold it until the next routine vacuuming, which will remove it.

USES

This one product does spot cleaning, traffic lane cleaning, upholstery and is a quick, easy cleaner for the entire job.

BENEFITS
USE A WIDE, COARSE SPRAY
AND BRUSH IT IN TO CLEAN
THE ENTIRE CARPET.

RESISTS RESOILING - There’s nothing in JET CLEAN to create a sticky film. It dries to small, transparent
crystals with the dirt encapsulated inside. These non-stick crystals dry to a non-stick powder that is easily
removed by later routine vacuuming.
FAST & EASY TO USE - JET CLEAN is ready-to-use. One merely sprays it on to dampen only the soiled
ends of the carpet pile and then brush it in. There’s no need for complicated extraction machines, no need
for defoamers, etc.
VOC COMPLIANT - Meets toughest rule for this type product regarding the release of hazardous, volatile
organic compounds.
NYLON CERTIFIED - Meets chemical specs for use on latest generation nylon, so as not to affect factory
treatment for stain resistance. Also for use on wool carpets.

SPECIFICATIONS

IT’S A BETTER CLEANER,
YET STILL MEETS NYLON
AND VOC REQUIREMENTS.
DISTRIBUTED BY:

meets requirements for use on stain resistant nylon

APPEARANCE OF LIQUID..............................................clear, colorless
APPEARANCE, DRIED.............................flaky, breaks down to powder
IONIC CHARGE.......................................................................non-ionic*
pH..............................................................................................8.5 ± 0.5*
ODOR CONTROL........................contains a proven odor counteractant
SHELF LIFE....................................................................2 year minimum
SPECIFIC GRAVITY...........................................................1.002 + 0.005

PACKAGING

12 U.S. quart spray bottles ready-to-use
with 12 trigger sprayers per case.
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